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Ranking Law Schools: A Market Test?
CASS

R. SUNSTEIN*

Insteadofranking law schools throughstatisticalaggregationsofexpertjudgments
or by combining a list of heterogeneousfactors, it would be possible to rely on a
market test simply by examining student choices. This tournament-type approach
would have the large advantageof relying on the widely dispersedinformation that
students actually have; it would also reduce reliance on factors that can be
manipulated(andwhose manipulationdoes no good otherthan to increaserankings).
On the other hand, a market test has several problems as a measure of law school
quality,partly because cognitive biases andsocialinfluences may lead some or many
students to make badchoices and thus to participatein the productionof inaccurate
rankings.
I. EXPERTS (AND JOBS, MONEY, AND LIBRARIES)

Law school rankings are notoriously contentious. Many such rankings are obtained
through an analysis of the judgments of a group of experts, who are asked to assess law
school quality, in general and along particular dimensions. For example, 40% of the
US. News & World Report ("US. News") rankings are generated in this way.
Academic reputation, measured by responses of law school deans and faculty, counts
for 25% of the total score; reputation among lawyers and judges counts for 15% of the
total score. In Brian Leiter's rankings, faculty quality is measured solely through
aggregating surveys in a way that makes expert judgments crucial.'
This method is controversial, but there is a great deal of logic to relying on
statistical aggregations of expert opinions. When experts are available, it makes sense
to obtain a statistical answer from them, rather than to select one or a few. If experts
are likely to have relevant information, a statistical group of experts should have a
significant advantage over individual experts, just as a statistical group of ordinary
people has a significant advantage over ordinary individuals. 2 If the goal is to rank
baseball players or football teams, a large set of informed people might well be asked,
instead of relying on a small set.
This claim is hard to test in the contest of rankings, simply because we lack
objective evidence that would permit us to test the question of whether the experts got
it right or wrong. But where the claim can be tested-that is, in the domain of
predictive tests-a great deal of evidence supports the use of statistical aggregations of
expert judgments. 3 In a series of thirty comparisons, statistical groups of experts had
significantly fewer errors than individual experts on forecasting tasks involving such
diverse issues as company earnings, cattle and chicken prices, real and nominal GNP,

* Karl N. Llewellyn Distinguished Service Professor, Law School and Department of
Political Science, University of Chicago.
1. Leiter's Law School Rankings, Faculty Quality Based on Scholarly Impact, 2005
http://www.leiterrankings.com/faculty/2005facultyimpactcites.shtml.
2. See JAMES SUROWIECKI, THE WISDOM OF CRowDs, at xiii (2004).
3. J. Scott Armstrong, Combining Forecasts, in PRINCIPLES OF FORECASTING: A
HANDBOOK FOR RESEARCHERS AND PRACTITIONERS 417,417-18 (J. Scott Armstrong ed., 2001).
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survival of patients, and housing starts.4 Statistical groups of experts significantly
outperformed individual experts in predicting the annual earnings of firms, the changes
economy, and the annual peak rainfall runoff in eight different
in the American
5
countries.
Or consider political polling, where it has become standard practice to combine a6
or two.
set of poll results and to rely on the mean or median, rather than to select one
The most sophisticated treatment here involves "Polly," a program designed to predict
the 2004 election.7 Polly made her predictions after combining a large set of sources:
polls, computer models, expert panels, and information markets. In eight months, she
continued to predict that President Bush would receive at least 50% of the vote; her
final forecast was that President Bush would receive 51.5% of the vote, a number that
was stunningly close to precisely right.8
If groups of experts do well for predictive judgments, they are likely to do well for
judgments involving rankings as well. But no one doubts that errors and perhaps biases
might well play a role in any set of assessments, including those by groups. If
individual experts are likely to make mistakes, then statistical aggregations of expert
judgments will be mistaken too. 9 Suppose, for example, that a law school has been
exceedingly good for many decades, but that its quality has sharply diminished in the
last years. Some experts might fail to update their judgments; hearing the name of the
school, they might rank it exceedingly high. Perhaps it would be said that such experts
are not so expert. And if we define expertise to require people to have a great deal of
information on the issue at hand, experts are unlikely to blunder by definition. But law
school deans, law school faculty, and (even more) practicing lawyers might not know
all that they need to know to rank schools correctly.
Note in this connection that the U.S. News also attends to other factors that do not
depend at all on expert judgments. These include median Law School Admission Test
(LSAT) score (12.5% of overall score), employment rate nine months after graduation
(12%), median grade point average (GPA) (10%), average per capita expenditures
(11%, divided into 9.5% for instruction, library, and support services, and 1.5% for all
else, such as utilities and financial aid), employment rate after graduation (6%),
student-teacher ratio (3%), acceptance rate for students (2.5%), bar pass rate (2%), and
number of volumes in the library (0.75%).'o But this is a diverse list of factors, to say

4. Id. at 428.
5. Id. at430-31.
6. See, e.g., Sam Wang, Electoral College Meta-Analysis, http://synapse.princeton.edu/
-sam/pollcalc.html (last visited Aug. 26, 2005).
7. Political Forecasting Special Interest Group Homepage, http://morris.wharton.
upenn.edu/forecast/Political/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2005).
8. Political Forecasting Special Interest Group, Polly's Page, http://morris.
wharton.upenn.edu/forecast/Political/pollyspage.html (last visited Aug. 26, 2005). "POLLY
WAS RIGHT! Who would win in November - George W. Bush or John F. Kerry... ? [O]n the
morning of November 2, Polly posted her final forecast: President Bush would take 51.5 percent
of the two-party vote." Id. According to the following Friday's New York Times, with 99.8% of
precincts reporting, this is exactly what President Bush received. Polly was right all along.
9. Cass R. Sunstein, Group Judgments: StatisticalMeans, Deliberation,andInformation
Markets, 80 N.Y.U. L. REv. 962, 983-84 (2005).
10. U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, AMERICA'S BEST GRADUATE ScHooLs 50 (2005); see also
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the least, and there is no assurance that the aggregation produces sense rather than
nonsense. How can we be assured that a combination of expert judgments with factors
of this kind leads to a sensible ranking of institutions?
II. MARKETS
Consider another method. Perhaps law schools should be ranked through a market
test, one that relies on the choices of the people directly involved: students who apply
to law schools. Such students have every incentive to make good decisions about where
to enroll. They have every incentive, moreover, to identify and to care about what
factors are relevant. The number of volumes in the library and the employment rate
after graduation are likely to receive the attention they deserve, at least if numerous
student choices are aggregated. For most students, choosing a particular law school
counts among the most important decisions of their lives. They are most unlikely to
decide cavalierly or foolishly. On the contrary, they are likely to acquire a great deal of
information about the various options. And if students pick Yale over Harvard,
Stanford over Berkeley, New York University over the University of Southern
California, or the University of Illinois over the University of Utah, then we have a
strong presumptive reason to believe that their choices are correct.
Here, then, is a simple proposal: to rank law schools, information should be
obtained by student choices, head-to-head, among relevant schools. The outcome ofthe
resulting "tournaments" would produce an overall ranking.
A. Data and the Basic Case

Does this idea seem exotic or quixotic? In fact, Christopher Avery and his
colleagues have carried out exactly this task for colleges and universities."' Avery and
his coauthors are particularly concerned that many currently available measures of
quality, such as admission rate and matriculation rate, can be manipulated by schools
that want to act strategically to improve their rankings. A particular problem here is
that many schools would prefer not to have to manipulate these factors, but the current
system of ranking strongly pressures them to do so. If schools do not engage in
manipulation, but their competitors do, then they will lose students-and eventually
much else as well. Avery and his coauthors contend that a "revealed-preference
ranking," based on actual student choices, would provide important information
without also distorting admissions processes.12 Their own ranking of undergraduate
programs is both plausible and interesting, with a top 15 of Harvard, Yale. Stanford,
California Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Princeton,
Brown, Columbia, Amherst, Dartmouth, Wellesley, the University of Pennsylvania,
Notre Dame, and Swarthmore.
For a law school, a ranking of this sort would have many advantages. Most
modestly, it could be taken simply as a measure of what it reflects: student preferences.
Michael Sauder & Wendy Nelson Espeland, Strength in Numbers? The Advantages OfMultiple
Rankings, 81 IND. L.J. 209 (discussing the U.S. News rankings methodology).
11. Christopher Avery, Mark Glickman, Caroline Hoxby & Andrew Metrick, A Revealed
Preference Ranking of U.S. Colleges and Universities (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research,

Working Paper No. 10803, Sept. 2004), availableat www.nber.org/papers/wl0803.
12. Id. at 2.
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So taken, it might be a complement to existing rankings, offering information that
many people might want to have. Somewhat more ambitiously, a revealed-preference
ranking might be used as an input into aggregate rankings, taking its place alongside
other factors. Most ambitiously, a revealed-preference ranking could be seen as the
most reliable ranking-as a figure that, standing alone, conveys everything, or almost
everything, that people need to know to rank schools.
Consider in this connection Friedrich Hayek's greatest contribution to social
thought, that is, his emphasis on the diffusion of information within society and on the
great difficulty of aggregating that information through any mechanism other than the
price signal. 13 In Hayek's view, market choices, based on the preferences and
judgments of countless consumers, reflect more information than could possibly be
obtained by any central planner, even one who is both well-motivated and expert. In
the same vein, student choices might be thought to produce a kind of "price," at least in
the form of rankings that reflect those choices. Perhaps revealed-preference rankings
have greater accuracy than would emerge from the judgments of a group of experts. (I
will raise questions about this proposition shortly.)
Whether or not this is so, a revealed-preference ranking would eliminate or reduce
the need to consult experts, with their potential biases and their personal hobbyhorses.
It would also eliminate strategic behavior on the part of law schools-in the form, for
example, of efforts to increase applications simply in order to have an apparently more
selective admissions rate. Casual empiricism suggests that this form of strategic
behavior is common; and no one seems to like it. Perhaps best of all, and in good
Hayekian fashion, a revealed-preference ranking would take advantage of the
extraordinary amount of information held by the numerous students who choose which
law school to attend. A revealed-preference ranking should also prove able to
incorporate new information as it emerges over time. If one school has significant gains
in terms of faculty and another shows significant losses, student judgments are likely to
respond to that fact.
The simplest point is that all by itself, a revealed-preference ranking would provide
important information to law students. When choosing among schools, students would
probably care what other students choose, and for two different reasons. First, the
information is intrinsically valuable; it provides a clue to which schools have the most
desirable students. Second, that information provides a good heuristic for which school
is best. If School 4 is regularly chosen over School B, there is reason to believe that
School A is, in fact, better than School B.
B. Problems
What might be wrong with this idea? Might errors be expected? Might a revealedpreference ranking increase, rather than reduce, the distortions contained in, and
produced by, current ranking systems?

13. F.A. Hayek, The Use of Knowledge in Society, 35 AM. ECON. REv. 519,525 (1945).
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1. Rankings of What?
Of course there is no problem if we take revealed preferences simply to provide a
ranking of student choices, without believing that the ranking is a reliable heuristic for
quality or anything else. Perhaps applicants and others would overweight the revealedpreference ranking, treating it as decisive when it should be merely informative.
Students might easily think: "I like Northwestern University School of Law; all things
considered, I like it much more than New York University School of Law. But a strong
majority of students choose the latter over the former, and so my inclination to go to
Northwestern must be odd or foolish." Thoughts of this kind may or may not lead
students in good directions; some of those who follow the decisions of most people
will undoubtedly err by their own lights. On the other hand, many applicants will treat
a revealed-preference ranking for what it is, neither more nor less, and the mere risk of
overweighting is not usually a reason to fail to provide relevant information. The
optimistic scenario is that a revealed-preference ranking will inform choices without
distorting them.
2. Anomalies
But suppose that we use revealed preferences more ambitiously-not merely for
what they show, but as the best available evidence of real rankings. If so, oddities
might emerge, and they might give us reason to doubt the rankings that emerge from
student choices. From the rankings offered by Avery and his coauthors, several
anomalies are immediately apparent. Notre Dame is certainly a superb college, but
should it really be ranked above Swarthmore, Cornell, the University of Chicago, and
the University of Michigan? Georgia Tech is excellent, but is it really better than
Wesleyan, Carnegie Mellon, and Johns Hopkins? I am hardly an expert on these
questions, but there is reason for doubt. It is sensible to speculate that Notre Dame has
a particularly enthusiastic applicant pool, intensely drawn to the institution because of
its distinctive characteristics. The same is plausibly true of Georgia Tech. If those who
apply to Notre Dame and Georgia Tech are especially likely to go there if admitted,
even if also admitted at (say) Swarthmore and Johns Hopkins, their choices may tell us
little or nothing about relative quality. What these choices may be reflecting instead is
a kind of intense loyalty on the part of applicants to particular institutions.
The same problem might materialize for law schools. Consider a few possibilities. It
is conceivable that the University of Chicago Law School would be ranked below
Stanford Law School purely in terms of student choices. (I don't have the data, but this
result would not be a shocker.) Nonetheless, I am firmly convinced that as wonderful
as Stanford Law School is, the University of Chicago Law School is even more
wonderful. I am undoubtedly biased on this count. But I predict, with some confidence,
that the following law schools would be "underranked" by the market process I am
describing: the University of Southern California Law School, the University of San
Diego School of Law, George Mason University School of Law, and Chicago-Kent
College of Law. The first of these has long had a first-rate faculty and an excellent
culture, but it probably does not draw students in a way that is quite commensurate
with its overall quality. The University of San Diego School of Law is known by
insiders to have an extremely strong faculty, but outsiders may not have similar
knowledge. George Mason and Chicago-Kent have become extremely good more
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recently, and I speculate that their overall quality would not show up in student
choices. Why not? What is going on here?
3. Experiences, Credentials, and Cash
Here is a possible answer (and among colleges, it bears on the particularly high
rankings of Notre Dame and Georgia Tech as well). Law schools are not only giving
students an education. They are also giving students at least two other things: an
experience and a credential. Students might prefer a school that is slightly worse on
educational grounds if it provides a much better experience. For example, schools in
lovely locations might be preferred on that ground. But the credential point is at least
equally more important. For law schools, as for colleges, the credential-the "signal"
given to relevant others by the degree-will matter a great deal.
When choosing among institutions, students are selecting signals, not simply
educations. For many choosers, the signal may loom largest of all. It follows that
students might prefer schools that are slightly worse, on educational grounds, if the
schools provide a significantly better credential. If students choose Notre Dame over
Swarthmore, it may be because those admitted to both institutions believe that relevant
people in their community will be enthusiastic about a Notre Dame degree and less so
about a Swarthmore degree. If the University of Southern California Law School, the
University of San Diego School of Law, George Mason University School of Law, and
Chicago-Kent College of Law receive lower rankings than their actual educational
quality suggests, the "credential factor" might be one reason.
For those who emphasize revealed preferences, another complication involves
tuition and scholarships (and cost-of-living as well). In deciding where to attend law
school, most students engage in an informal cost-benefit analysis; and for this reason,
education, experience, and credential are not all that matter. If the costs of attending
one school are particularly low, they might attend that school even if the benefits are
relatively low as well. For some students, a tuition-free degree from Boston College
might be preferable to a fully-funded degree from Stanford. Or suppose that a student
is admitted to the University of Utah but also to the University ofVirginia; suppose too
that the costs of the former are far lower than the costs of the latter. A choice in favor
of Utah does not reflect a judgment about the quality of the two schools.
It follows that we should expect some distortion from the revealed-preference
ranking in the direction of those schools that are most able to give their admittees an
economic incentive to come. This point provides a reason to discount the resulting
rankings if they are taken as a heuristic for overall quality. It even provides a reason to
discount the rankings if they are taken as fully informative evidence for individual
applicants about relevant student choices. They are choices, to be sure, but for an
applicant who has a distinctive pattern of economic inducements, the choices of the
average or median student may not be decisive or even terribly informative.
4. Revealed Preferences as Artifacts
There are other problems with rankings based on revealed preferences. In the law
school context, student choices might well be an artifact, at least in part, of other
ranking systems-for example, the ranking from the US. News. If so, then the
information provided by student choices is endogenous to ranking systems that are, by
hypothesis, biased or not entirely reliable. Suppose, for example, that students make
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their choices on the basis of rankings that are produced partly as a result of
manipulative, ranking-focused admissions decisions. If so, revealed preferences will
not do what Avery and his coauthors hope, which is to correct the effects of those
decisions. On the contrary, revealed preferences will reflect the influence of the
ranking-focused admissions decisions. What, it might be asked, is the gain of relying
on a market process that is itself infected by artificial rankings systems? Isn't there a
kind of vicious circle here?
The objection is valid, but its importance should not be overstated. Students have
access to the standard rankings, to be sure, but they have access to much other
information as well. At least in principle, their decisions should incorporate relevant
considerations that the official rankings omit. Many students do not go by the standard
rankings. Their own knowledge about quality and about "fit" can lead them to choose
schools that are ranked somewhat lower than others to which they have been admitted.
Of course more empirical work would be helpful here; if student choices are tightly
correlated with U.S. News rankings, then those choices would seem to be less
informative. But if there is some divergence, a revealed-preference ranking would
provide information that is, in an important respect, more valuable than the rankings
that are now used. And if there is no divergence, we have reason to substitute revealedpreference rankings for existing rankings systems with the hope that over time, student
choices will not be distorted by ranking systems that we have reason to distrust.
Of course it would be possible to object that revealed-preference rankings would
become a self-fulfilling prophecy or a kind of closed circle, unable to incorporate new
information. If students emphasize the choices of previous students, then how can law
schools disrupt previous patterns? The answer is the same as in any market. In one
year, a certain brand of sneakers is popular, and it is popular partly because it is
popular; but if better sneakers appear on the market, they will eventually find their
customers. Some law schools are more popular now than they were twenty years ago,
and some are less so. Revealed-preference rankings would not be frozen in time.
5. Cognitive Biases and Social Influences
A deeper and conceptually more interesting problem casts doubt on the Hayekinspired claim that when taken in the aggregate, student choices properly pool
information in a way that results in something like an efficient market. This claim is
closely connected with current arguments over the efficiency of the stock market. 14 For
a long period, it has been argued that stock markets are "efficient," in the sense that
multiple investors produce prices that are more or less accurate. Of course there is15
mounting evidence that people depart from rational actor models of human behavior.
But in the face of such evidence, many people, still convinced of the efficient capital
markets hypothesis, contend that even if individual investors are prone to err, market
prices have a high degree of reliability as a measure of value, at least when compared
to other available measures. This contention seems implausible to many who suggest

14. ANDREI SHLEIFER, INEFFICIENT MARKETS 1-2 (2000).
15. See, e.g., RICHARD THALER, QUASI RATIONAL ECONOMICS 242 (1991).
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influences can lead not merely individuals but market
that cognitive biases and social
16
prices in the wrong direction.
Arguments of this kind might be enlisted by those who distrust revealed preferences
as a measure of law school quality. The question is whether cognitive biases and social
influences might lead both individual students and aggregate patterns in unfortunate
directions. In this context, one bias is readily identifiable. There is reason to think that
people use name recognition as a proxy, or heuristic, for quality. 1 7 The "name
recognition" heuristic surely works well most of the time, but like other heuristics, it
can lead to severe and systematic errors. For example, Harvard, Notre Dame, and Duke
University are undoubtedly helped by this heuristic, whereas the University of
Southern California, Chicago-Kent, and George Mason are undoubtedly hurt by it. If
the name recognition heuristic is widely shared, then biased results should be seen at
the systemic level and not just in some individual decisions. Of course this heuristic
will not produce errors if students care about name recognition as such-if, for
example, signaling is what most motivates them. But if educational quality is what
most interests students, then name recognition will produce some real blunders.
Social influences can aggravate the problem. Law school applicants do not make
choices independently; they are much affected by the influences of their peers. One
result can be cascade effects, in which a number of students favor, say, New York
University, and reject, say, Michigan, not because they are relying on their own
independent information, but because they are responding to the signals given by the
choices of other students. 18 When cascades are at work, participants amplify the very
signals by which they are influenced. One difficulty is that the cascade may seem far
more informative than it actually is. If many students in one area are choosing NYU
over Michigan, the reason may lie in the decisions of a few "early movers," who started
the cascade; other choosers may be adding no new information but simply responding
to the early signal. Undoubtedly some law schools benefit from cascade effects,
whereas others suffer from them. Sometimes a small "shock" can lead a large number
of students in the direction of one choice rather than another, and not for especially
good reasons.
With respect to educational institutions, there can be fads and fashions as elsewhere.
I would predict, for example, that an American law school can become extremely
popular in a particular country (Israel, Australia, Taiwan) not because it is better than
imaginable alternatives, but because it has benefited from a cascade. Within the United
States, similar processes can occur, with students in some regions showing otherwise
inexplicable enthusiasm for one or a few colleges and law schools. Because it is so
easy to obtain relevant information, especially bad cascades are unlikely to persist. But
when name recognition interacts with peer influences, revealed preferences can be
"locked"19 into persistent patterns that do not perfectly correlate with law school
quality.

see also ROBERT SHILLER, IRRATIONAL EXUBERANCE 135-38, 151-52 (2000).
16. Id.;
17. See GERD GIGERENZER & PETER TODD, SIMPLE HEURISTICS THAT MAKE US SMART

(1999) (discussing the "recognition heuristic").
18. See CASS R. SUNSTEIN, WHY SOCIETIES NEED DISSENT 54-58 (2003).
19. Timur Kuran & Cass R. Sunstein, Availability CascadesandRiskRegulation,51 STAN.
L. REv. 683, 710-15 (1999) (discussing analogous processes).
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A related problem involves the process of group polarization, by which like-minded
people, engaged in deliberation with one another, typically end up thinking a more
extreme version of what they thought before they began to talk.20 When group
members are inclined in a certain direction, arguments that go in that direction are
likely to be repeated most often and hence to be most persuasive. It is easy to see how
this process might affect student choices. Suppose that students talk with one another
about their decisions; suppose too that there is a predisposition, among those able to
make the choice, to rank Fordham Law School relatively low and to rank Cardozo Law
School relatively high. Arguments in favor of Cardozo will be heard more often, and
peer influences will strongly favor Cardozo. Participants in a group discussion will be
less likely to select Fordham if group members think that Cardozo is better-partly
because of the arguments offered within the group and partly because of simple peer
pressure. In sum, internal deliberations will aggravate the initial tendency not because
of sensible aggregation of information, but instead through the dynamics of group
interaction.21 Inferior judgments are a likely result.22
If cognitive biases are interacting with social processes, large blunders should be
expected.23 If, for example, name recognition is distorting judgments, group
interactions should be expected to amplify, rather than to reduce, the distortion. For
polarization as for cascade effects, the availability of relevant information should
provide at least a partial corrective. Most students are unlikely to select a plainly
inferior school, unless that school can offer inducements that make it a reasonable
choice. But many students are undoubtedly affected by processes of this kind, in a way
that raises legitimate doubts about any effort to rank law school by reference to market
processes.
C. The Ambivalent Verdict
These points should be sufficient to show that the revealed preferences of law
school students are a highly imperfect proxy for law school quality. But those
preferences are of considerable interest in themselves. If students generally choose the
University of Illinois over the University of Iowa, that fact is relevant for other students
to consider-partly because it is good to go to schools chosen by the strongest students
and partly because student choices convey relevant information. The choices of
students also have some advantages over alternative rankings, such as those that stress
faculty quality or a heterogeneous range of variables. Students are in a good position to
give various factors the weight that they deserve. A revealed-preference ranking also
reduces the incentive to manipulate relevant variables, not to improve quality, but to
obtain a better ranking.
I have not suggested, nor do I believe, that revealed-preference rankings would give
a fully accurate account of law school quality, or even that they would be superior to

20. See id.
at 691-704.
21. See Sunstein, supra note 9, at 982-89.
22. For a discussion of the treatment of "hidden profiles," see Garold Stasser & William
Titus, Hidden Profiles: A BriefHistory, 14 PSYCHOL.

INQUIRY

304 (2003).

23. See id.; William P. Bottom, Krishna Ladha & Gary J. Miller, PropagationofIndividual
Bias Through GroupJudgment: Errorin the Treatment ofAsymmetrically Informative Signals,
25 J. RISK AND UNCERTAINTY 147, 160-61 (2002).
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real and imagined alternative ranking systems. But I do believe that they would provide
valuable information and might well provide a helpful complement to other rankings
systems.
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